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Abstract. A modeling system may be required to predict an agent’s future actions under constraints
of inadequate or contradictory relevant historical evidence. This can result in low prediction accuracy,
or otherwise, low prediction rates, leaving a set of cases for which no predictions are made. A
previous study that explored techniques for improving prediction rates in the context of modeling
students’ subtraction skills using Feature Based Modeling showed a tradeoff between prediction rate
and predication accuracy. This paper presents research that aims to improve prediction rates without
affecting prediction accuracy. The FBM-C4.5 agent modeling system was used in this research.
However, the techniques explored are applicable to any Feature Based Modeling system, and the most
effective technique developed is applicable to most agent modeling systems. The default FBM-C4.5
system models agents’ competencies with a set of decision trees, trained on all historical data. Each
tree predicts one particular aspect of the agent’s action. Predictions from multiple trees are compared
for consensus. FBM-C4.5 makes no prediction when predictions from different trees contradict one
another. This strategy trades off reduced prediction rates for increased accuracy. To make predictions
in the absence of consensus, three techniques have been evaluated. They include using voting, using a
tree quality measure and using a leaf quality measure. An alternative technique that merges multiple
decision trees into a single tree provides an advantage of producing models that are more comprehensible. However, all of these techniques demonstrated the previous encountered trade-off between rate
of prediction and accuracy of prediction, albeit less pronounced. It was hypothesized that models built
on more current observations would outperform models built on earlier observations. Experimental
results support this hypothesis. A Dual-model system, which takes this temporal factor into account,
has been evaluated. This fifth approach achieved a significant improvement in prediction rate without
significantly affecting prediction accuracy.
Key words: Agent modeling, Student modeling, Inductive learning, Decision tree.

1. Introduction
A modeling system may be required to predict an agent’s future actions under
constraints of inadequate or contradictory relevant historical evidence. In such
a situation, it faces a dilemma: to make an unreliable prediction or to make no
prediction at all. This can result in low prediction accuracy, or otherwise, low
prediction rates, leaving a set of cases for which no predictions are made. Contradicting or ambiguous predictions occur when a modeling system triggers two or
more hypotheses that lead to incompatible results. For some applications it may
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be acceptable for the modeling system to return such predictions, stating explicitly
that any one of a set of possible outcomes are considered plausible. Narrowing the
possibilities to a small selection may be quite satisfactory. For example, a web page
recommender (such as the one described by Balabanovic, 1998) seeking to predict
the page that a user will want to access next, will perform very acceptably if it is
able to identify a small selection of pages that includes the desired target. In other
applications, however, a specific single prediction is more valuable. For example,
if an educational system is to provide feedback based on a model of a student,
that feedback might be more helpful if it is based on a single hypothesis about
the student, rather than on a range of credible hypotheses. This research concerns
techniques for improving the quality of prediction in such contexts.
Kuzmycz (1997) studied some strategies employed in the original Feature Based
Modeling system (FBM) (Webb and Kuzmycz, 1996) for resolving contradicting
predictions, in the context of modeling elementary subtraction skills. He found that
the strategies for reducing contradicting predictions do so at the expense of also
reducing prediction accuracy. Techniques for reducing contradicting predictions
without significantly degrading prediction accuracy remain an important goal.
This research attempts to solve this problem. While we have used C4.5 (Quinlan, 1993) as the induction engine within FBM, the techniques that we have developed are applicable to any FBM system, and the most effective technique, temporally divided Dual models, is applicable to many agent modeling systems. The
FBM-C4.5 (Webb, Chiu and Kuzmycz, 1997) modeling system uses a set of decision trees to model an agent’s knowledge. We explore alternative techniques for
improving the prediction performance of a subtraction skill modeller. The first
three techniques attempt direct resolution of conflicting predictions. Like Kuzmycz
(1997), we found that such techniques achieve an increase in the number of predictions made at the expense of a reduction in prediction accuracy. An explanation
for this effect is advanced. This provides an insight into the problem’s nature and
a reason for us to revise our objective: to develop techniques that directly improve
a system’s prediction rate without affecting prediction accuracy. Techniques that
successfully achieve this objective are presented.
This paper is structured as follows. First, the FBM framework and its derived
modeling systems are described. One of these, FBM-C4.5, which has been used
as the agent modeller for this study, is described in more detail. Section 2 presents
three techniques for resolving conflicting predictions from multiple trees, and the
experimental results. An evaluative study of the Single-tree approach, which gives
a unique prediction for each unseen case, is presented in Section 3. A final technique that takes models’ temporal characteristics into account is reported in Section
4. The resulting Dual-model approach is shown to achieve our objective.
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1.1.

FEATURE BASED MODELING AND INDUCTIVE LEARNING

Input-Output Agent Modeling (IOAM) models an agent in terms of relationships
between the inputs and outputs of the cognitive system. Feature Based Modeling
(FBM) is a technique for IOAM. For FBM, the context in which an action is
performed is characterized by a set of attribute values called context features. An
agent’s action is characterized by a set of attribute values called action features.
For each attribute with action features as values, a model is inferred that predicts a
specific action feature for any given combination of context features. For example,
when modeling subtraction skills, one attribute might relate to whether the result
equals the minuend minus the subtrahend, with action features R = M − S and
R 6 = M − S as values. Another might relate to whether the result equals the
subtrahend minus the minuend, with action features R = S −M and R 6 = S −M as
values. These disparate models can be considered in isolation, to examine different
aspects of the agent being modeled. Alternatively, the predictions of each model
can be aggregated to make detailed predictions about specific behavior. In the
latter mode of use, an FBM system can be seen as an ensemble of classifiers,
an approach to inductive learning that has recently enjoyed considerable success
in the machine learning community (Ali et al., 1994; Breiman, 1996; Chan and
Stolfo, 1995; Dietterich and Bakiri, 1994; Heath et al., 1993; Kwok and Carter,
1990; Nock and Gascuel, 1995; Oliver and Hand, 1995; Schapire, 1990; Wolpert,
1992).
The first implementation of FBM used a novel induction system to form the
models (Webb, 1989). FBM-C4.5 replaces this idiosyncratic induction system with
the well-known C4.5 (Quinlan, 1993) machine learning system. Comparative evaluation of the original FBM and FBM-C4.5 in the domain of subtraction showed
the FBM-C4.5 provided the same level of accuracy in prediction while making
substantially more predictions (Webb, Chiu and Kuzmycz, 1997).
The use of inductive learning for agent modeling has been studied previously
(for examples, Desmoulins and Van Labeke, 1996; Gilmore and Self, 1988). An
induction based modeling system may require prohibitive resources for implementation and operation if it seeks to develop a high fidelity model of the internal
operation of an agent’s cognitive system. The IOAM approach allows a system to
treat the operation of the cognitive system as a black box and models the operation
in terms of the relationships between the inputs and outputs of the system. Once
the specifications of inputs and outputs are derived, a general-purpose classifier
learning algorithm can be employed as the induction engine. This contrasts with
approaches that seek to model the internal cognition of an agent’s cognitive system
(for example, Anderson et al., 1985; Anderson et al., 1990; Baffes and Mooney,
1996; Brown and VanLehn, 1980; Brown and Burton, 1978; Corbett and Anderson,
1992; Giangrandi and Tasso, 1995; Goldstein, 1979; Hoppe, 1994; Ikeda et al.,
1993; Langley and Ohlsson, 1984; Langley et al., 1990; Martin and VanLehn,
1995; Ohlsson and Langley, 1985; Sleeman, 1982; Sleeman et al., 1991; Young
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and O’Shea, 1981). Alternative IOAM approaches include RMB (Kuzmycz, 1995)
and FFOIL-IOAM (Chiu, et al., 1997).
1.2.

AN OVERVIEW OF THE FBM - C 4.5 SUBTRACTION MODELLER

The FBM-C4.5 subtraction modeller models an n-digit subtraction problem by
treating it as n related tasks, each involving specification of a digit for a single
column. Without losing generality, we used three-digit subtraction as the problem
domain. In this subtraction modeller, context features and action features, adopted
from the FBM modeller (Kuzmycz and Webb, 1992), are used to represent inputs and outputs. Context features describe the problems with which a student
is faced. Action features describe aspects of a student’s actions for a particular
problem. There are eleven action features: Result = M − S, Result = M − S − 1,
Result = 10 + M − S, Result = 10 + M − S − 1, Result = M, Result = S,
Result = zero, Result = M − S − 2, Result = 10 + M − S − 2, Result = S − M
and Result = correct, where M and S stand for minuend and subtrahend digits
respectively. Action features are not mutually exclusive. That is, a student’s action
may correspond to more than one action feature. However, C4.5 requires mutually
exclusive classes. Thus, in keeping with the FBM method, FBM-C4.5 uses eleven
decision trees to model different aspects of a student’s actions (behavior).
The context features of a unit problem are described by 12 attributes. They are
listed below with their meanings and possible attribute values, where T, F and N
stand for true, false and not applicable respectively.
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•

M− is− 0: {T, F}, the Minuend digit, M, is zero.
S− is− 0: {T, F}, the Subtrahend digit, S, is zero.
S− is− 9: {T, F}, S is nine.
S− is− BK: {T, F}, S is left blank.
M− vs− S: {G, L, E}, M is greater (G) or less than (L), or equal (E) to S.
M− L− is− 0: {T, F, N}, M in the column to the left is zero.
M− L− is− 1: {T, F, N}, M in the column to the left is one.
M− R− is− 0: {T, F, N}, M in the column to the right is zero.
S− R− is− 9: {T, F, N}, S in the column to the right is nine.
M− S− R: {G, L, E, N}, similar to M− vs− S, but it describes the column to the
right.
• M− S− 2R: {G, L, E, N}, similar to M− vs− S, but it describes two columns to
the right.
• Column: {L, I, R}, the current column is left-most (L), inner (I), or right-most
(R).

Figure 1 illustrates how 11 training examples, one for each decision tree, are
formed from the inner column of a 3-digit problem. The context features, described
by 12 attributes, are extracted based on the column’s environment and applied to
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Figure 1. Formation of a column’s training examples for decision trees.

each example. At this inner column, M (minuend digit) is nine, S (subtrahend digit)
is zero, and the student’s answer is nine. Two action features, Result = M − S, and
Result = M, correspond to the student’s action. These two action feature attributes
are, therefore, set to T. The other action feature attributes are set to F. One 3-digit
subtraction problem will generate three training examples for each decision tree.
After all examples of a student’s subtraction performance are processed, C4.5 is
used to infer a decision tree from each training set for the corresponding action
feature attribute.
When FBM-C4.5 predicts a student’s answer for a problem, the problem context
is extracted and used to consult the eleven decision trees. The decision trees being
consulted are then confined to those that make a specific prediction for a digit. If
these predictions lead to the same digit, the system adopts the digit as the final
prediction. Otherwise, the system makes no prediction about the student’s answer.
Figure 4 shows a sample theory inferred by FBM-C4.5. Decision trees with only
one leaf labeled F predict the student will not exhibit the corresponding actions.
Tree− M predicts that if the subtrahend digit is zero, the student will assign the
minuend as the answer.
2. Resolving Conflicting Predictions
All the FBM systems make no prediction, by default, when there exists ambiguity, or conflicts, among the individual predictions from different classification
rules or decision trees. This leaves room for improving the systems’ performance.
A first consideration may be increasing the number of predictions by resolving
conflicting predictions. FBM-C4.5 can be augmented by different mechanisms for
this purpose. The following methods aim to make more predictions, through con-
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flict resolution, without affecting the prediction accuracy. These rely on selecting
the more reliable prediction, through the use of voting, and quality measures for
decision trees and decision leaves, from a set of competing predictions.

2.1.

USING VOTING TO MAKE A FINAL PREDICTION

Among alternatives for resolving conflicting predictions, a simple method is to
select a prediction with a majority of votes from the competing predictions. The
technique of majority voting is widely used in machine learning. For example,
it provides a means for determining a class label at a leaf node of a decision
tree where the local training subset contains objects with different class labels
while there is no valid attribute for further partitioning (Quinlan, 1986). Similar
methods have also been applied with ensembles of classifiers (Heath et al., 1993;
Chan and Stolfo, 1995). For FBM-C4.5, the immediate predictions from decision
trees predict different aspects of students’ actions. However, these predictions can
determine specific digits in the range from 0 to 9. Hence, the mechanism of majority voting can be embedded within FBM-C4.5 to resolve conflicting predictions.
The predictions of all trees that predict a specific action in the current context are
considered. The specific prediction that occurs most frequently is adopted. If two or
more specific predictions tie for the first place, no prediction is made. The system
will also fail to make a prediction if all trees fail to make a specific prediction.

2.2.

USING A MEASURE OF DECISION TREE QUALITY

An alternative approach to improving the prediction rate is to adopt the predictions
from the most reliable decision trees. There are a number of ways to infer the quality of decision trees making conflicting predictions, including prediction accuracy
on the data from which they were learned. We employed stratified ten-fold crossvalidation (Kohavi, 1995) for estimating the error rate of each decision tree. For
each action feature, the training examples are randomly divided into ten equal-sized
partitions. Each partition, which preserves the original class distribution, is used in
turn as test data for the decision tree trained on the remaining nine partitions. The
total numbers of correct and incorrect predictions of these tests are then used to
estimate the error rate of the decision tree trained on the whole training set. An
FBM-C4.5 system can improve its prediction rate by associating decision trees
with estimated error rates, and consulting the trees in a ranked order. Only trees
associated with error rates that are less than 0.5 will be consulted for the sake of
accuracy. With this consulting order, the first tree that gives a positive prediction
is used to make the system’s prediction. While this method contrasts to the initial
system, which consults the trees in parallel, the system may still fail to make a
prediction in cases that none of the trees gives a positive prediction.
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USING A MEASURE OF LEAF QUALITY

The error rate of a tree reflects the overall quality of the tree. We know that different
leaves have different predictive power because the evidence on which they make
predictions is different. A leaf with less support on a high quality tree may make
a poorer prediction than a leaf with more support on a tree with a relatively lower
quality. A closer look at how C4.5 builds a decision tree may help to explain this.
C4.5 builds decision trees using a divide and conquer strategy. It recursively selects
the best attribute on which to test and branch. Examples of the training set are
partitioned based on the selected attribute. This process continues until the training
set at a node cannot be further divided, for example, because no significant split
exists. If a terminal node (leaf) contains examples of different classes, it takes
the majority class as the leaf label. When the tree is used to predict the class of
an unseen (test) example, the example is passed down the branches of the tree
corresponding to tests that it satisfies. The label of the leaf at the end of the decision
path that is traversed is used as the prediction. The reliability of this prediction can
be estimated by examining the distribution of the classes of training examples at
the leaf node. With reference to a leaf labeled with T for predicting that a student
will exhibit a particular action, let t denote the total number of examples, and e
denote the number of examples with alternative labels at the leaf node, then the
value, e/t, is the error rate on the training data at the leaf. This could serve as
an estimated error rate. However, a Laplacian error estimate, (e + 1)/(t + 2), is
used in preference to the actual error rate on that local training set. It favors lower
error rates derived from many predictions over similar rates derived from fewer
predictions. This is desirable as the former are likely to be more reliable indicators
of low predictive error than the latter. The system will make a prediction when one
or more individual trees make predictions. If more than one tree makes a prediction,
the system can adopt the prediction of the decision node (leaf) associated with the
lowest error estimate.

2.4.

EXPERIMENTS

The data set used to evaluate FBM-C4.5 (Webb and Kuzmycz, 1996) was used to
evaluate the proposed techniques. This data was collected as follows. 73 nine- to
ten-year-old primary school students were divided into two treatments, Random
group (36 subjects) and Error Repeat group (37 subjects). These subjects were administered five rounds of tests. Each test consisted of 40 three-column subtraction
problems. Successive tests were all administrated at weekly intervals. In both Tests
1 and 5, a set of subtraction problems was randomly generated and presented to all
subjects. For Tests 2 to 4, the experimental data was collected as follows:
• for the Random group, a new set of randomly generated problems was presented to the subjects;
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• for the Error Repeat group, all problems from the last problem sheet for which
the subject made an error were copied to the new problem set. Mixing new
randomly generated problems to make a total of 40, the new set of problems
was presented to the subjects.
For evaluation, a modeling system used all data from prior tests to build a student model and used the current test data to evaluate the current student model. That
means the system started at Test 2 where Test 2 data was used as evaluation data
against a student model which was built based on the data from Test 1. The subjects
contributed 264 test sheets. In these 264 model training-testing processes, there
were a total of 30,474 student answers, of which 3,630 were incorrect answers.
The performance of the original version of FBM-C4.5 was used as a baseline
against which the new conflict resolution mechanisms were evaluated. It made
28,700 predictions, of which 26,507 (92.4%) were correct. Of the system’s 1,999
predictions that a subject would provide an incorrect digit for a column (error
predictions), 1,347 (67.4%) were accurate, predicting the exact digit provided.
Because all versions are tested on the same data, we used matched-pairs t-tests
(Salvia, 1990) to evaluate the statistical significance of observed differences in
prediction and accuracy rates. The t-test is commonly used to compare machine
learning algorithms. To determine if there is a significant difference between prediction performance, we use a t-test with the alpha level at 0.05. A computed p
value can be used as a measure of how sure we can be that a difference observed
in the samples is also true for the whole population. If the computed p value is
below the alpha level, 0.05, we can be confident enough to conclude there is a
performance difference between the corresponding modeling methods. Where we
have not predicted in advance which technique will outperform the other, a twotailed test is used. Where we have made such a prediction, a one-tailed test is
used.
2.5.

RESULTS

The labels +Vote, +Tree− qty and +Leaf− qty are used to represent new versions
that were implemented by introducing voting and ranking by quality measures on
trees and leaves respectively. Table I summarizes the systems’ overall performance
against the baseline, where percentages in bold type highlight values that are significantly better than those of the original system while underlined values indicate
results that are significantly worse. The p value and t value with df (degree of
freedom) in column +X row Y represent the statistical result of comparing version
+X against FBM-C4.5 for a performance category Y .
All new versions achieved significant improvements in prediction rate. While
they made more correct predictions than FBM-C4.5, lower proportions of the additional predictions that the systems made were correct than of the baseline. That is,
their overall prediction accuracy dropped slightly but significantly. The introduc-
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Table I. Performance of new versions with conflict resolution against the baseline (two-tailed
t-test).

Total predictions made
Prediction rate (%)
p value
t value (df)
Total predictions that
were correct

FBM-C4.5

+Vote

+Tree− qty

+Leaf− qty

28,700
94.2

29,729
97.6
<0.0001
14.28 (263)

29,783
97.7
<0.0001
9.55 (263)

30,093
98.7
<0.0001
15.16 (263)

26,507
92.4

27,321
91.9
<0.0001
−4.21 (263)

27,308
91.7
0.0001
−3.88 (263)

27,543
91.5
<0.0001
−6.31 (263)

1,999
55.1

2,169
59.8
< 0.0001
6.28 (263)

2,346
64.6
<0.0001
6.71 (263)

2,173
59.9
<0.0001
4.23 (263)

1,347
67.4

1,407
64.9

1,485
63.3

1,426
65.6

0.0361
−2.13 (90)

0.0056
−2.84 (90)

0.0272
−2.25 (90)

Prediction accuracy (%)
p value
t value (df)
Error predictions made
Total prediction rate (%)
p value
t value (df)
Error predictions that
were correct
Error prediction
accuracy (%)
p value
t value (df)?

*For error prediction accuracy, only pairs in which error predictions have been made can be
compared.

tion of conflict resolving mechanisms increased the number of error predictions
at the expense of error prediction accuracy. However, it should be noted that the
number of correct predictions in both cases rises. Neither system alters any of
the predictions made by the original FBM-C4.5. Rather, each makes additional
predictions in some contexts for which the original system was unable to make predictions, but the accuracy of these additional predictions is lower than the accuracy
of the original predictions.
2.6.

DISCUSSION

Kuzmycz (1997) studied four strategies for resolving conflicting predictions for
the FBM system.These strategies include adopting the most general (General),
adopting the most specific (Specific), adopting the one with highest probability
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Table II. Performance of four versions for conflict resolution in Kuzmycz’s study.
Default

Specific

General

Preference

Confidence

Overall

Rate (%)

82.28

94.76

98.49

98.65

97.46

Prediction

Accuracy (%)

92.27

83.65

90.60

89.47

88.68

70.49

33.54

68.58

67.65

50.77

Error predictions
accuracy (%)

(Confidence), and referring to a ranked list of a priori likelihood (Preference).
Our tree and leaf quality approaches can be viewed as variants of the confidence
strategy, differing primarily in how the level of confidence is measured. Kuzmycz
shows that all of the strategies increase the prediction rate significantly, at a cost of
reducing prediction accuracy. Table II depicts part of the results from Kuzmycz’s
(1997) study on resolving conflicting predictions. Only percentages are listed because that study used a different set of subjects. The table shows the performance
differences of Kuzmycz’s four different methods for conflict resolution against
their baseline (making no prediction by default, when conflicts exist). The values in
bold font indicate the performance is improved significantly, while the underlined
values imply the performance is degraded significantly.
Our results mirror Kuzmycz’s findings: techniques that resolve conflicting predictions increase the number of predictions at the expense of decreasing prediction
accuracy. While the decline in prediction accuracy from our techniques is less than
those reported from Kuzmycz’s techniques, our ultimate goal, to improve the system’s prediction rates without affecting its prediction accuracy, is still not achieved.
Should there exist ways to achieve this goal, the problem must be reviewed from
other perspectives. We also need a theory to account for this trade-off effect found
with conflict resolution. Ambiguous or conflicting predictions may reflect inconstancy in an agent’s actions. This can be regarded as a special kind of information
addressing the agent’s behavior. This information will be lost once a set of competing hypotheses is resolved. It may explain why the prediction accuracy drops when
conflicting predictions are resolved in favor of a single alternative. For this reason,
techniques other than conflict resolution should be explored.

3. Using the Most Useful Action Features to Build a Single Tree
Motivated by this unsolved problem, how to reduce ambiguous predictions without significantly degrading prediction accuracy, we seek a solution with other approaches. The tree and leaf quality approaches, as well as those in Kuzmycz’s
(1997) study, attempt to resolve multiple predictions. One may circumvent the
problem by producing only one prediction for each unseen case. We can achieve
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this by developing a single tree that predicts the most useful action feature for
predicting an agent’s actions in a given context. Such a tree requires a training set
labeled with the most useful action feature for each example.

3.1.

TWO - PHASE IDENTIFICATION ALGORITHM

We propose a two-phase identification algorithm (see Figure 2) that can be employed at the training stage. For each training example that is accompanied with
more than one action feature, each action feature is validated by a lazy Bayesian
tree∗ (Zheng and Webb, 1997) trained from all other training examples. The lazy
Bayesian tree is used for the sake of computational efficiency. This filtering process
reduces the number of examples with multiple action features. At the second stage,
those training examples with multiple action features form a temporary test set. A
temporary decision tree, trained on examples that each has a unique action feature,
predicts the most useful action feature for each example in the test set. The ultimate
training set, in which each example is labeled by a most useful action feature, or
as unknown if a most useful action feature cannot be identified, is used to infer a
single tree for the system.

3.2.

EVALUATION

The Single-tree approach was evaluated with the same data set used in the previous study. The overall performance of Single-tree against the baseline is shown in
Table III. The Single-tree’s improvement in prediction rate is significant (in bold
font) while its decrease in prediction accuracy is also significant (underlined). In
comparison with those techniques for resolving conflicting predictions, presented
in Table I, Single-tree produces the greatest increase in the number of predictions
but at the expense of having the lowest accuracy. For error prediction rate and error
prediction accuracy, the differences between these two systems are not significant.
Regarding the inferred theories generated by these two systems, the difference
between their knowledge representations is obvious. Figures 3 and 4 show the
outputs of the Single-tree and multi-tree (FBM-C4.5) versions when a student’s
first test performance was captured. Both models exhibited identical performance
in predicting the student’s answers for the next test. The multi-tree representation
analyses each action in detail. For the Single-tree version, a leaf labeled as correct
covers those actions leading to correct answers, while a leaf with an other label
indicates how an erroneous action is predicted. We suggest that this single-tree
model is likely to be easier for teachers and students to understand.
∗ For each test example, the Lazy Bayesian Tree learning algorithm generates one relevant decision

path. The leaf of the path uses a local naive-Bayesian classifier, instead of a majority class, to classify
the test example.
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Two-phase identification process.
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Table III. Performance of Single-tree against the baseline
(two-tailed t-test).

Number of predictions made
Prediction rate (%)
p value
t value (df)
Total predictions that were
correct
Prediction accuracy (%)
p value
t value (df)
Error predictions made
Error prediction rate (%)
p value
t value (df)
Error predictions that were
correct
Error prediction accuracy (%)
p value
t value (df)

FBM-C4.5

Single-tree

28,700
94.2

30,130
98.9
<0.0001
11.93 (263)

26,507
92.4

27,495
91.3
<0.0001
−5.53 (263)

1,999
55.1

2,095
57.7
0.1328
1.51 (263)

1,347
67.4

1,373
65.5
0.1886
−1.33 (85)

Figure 3. Knowledge representation inferred by a single-tree modeller.
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Figure 4. Knowledge representation inferred by a multi-tree modeller.

4. Using Models With Temporal Characteristics
The experiments mentioned in previous sections reveal that prediction accuracy
will be affected if resolution of conflicting predictions or action features is forced.
We then are more inclined to modify our goal as follows: to seek techniques
that enable the system to make more predictions without degrading the prediction
accuracy. To achieve this, other factors or issues should be looked to.
One important issue is managing temporal knowledge in agent modeling, particularly in an educational context. Giangrandi and Tasso (1996) argue that a static
student model, a model which does not take the time factor into account, does not
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truly reflect a student’s knowledge. While Giangrandi and Tasso proposed a temporal management mechanism, such that contradicting hypotheses about a student
can co-exist within a student model, Webb (1989) embedded in the FBM system a
data aging mechanism, which discounts old data by a set factor. These approaches
are based on an assumption that the agent’s knowledge, beliefs, and skills may alter
over time. This assumption seems justified for domains where data reflecting the
agents’ activities covers an extended time period. FBM-C4.5 does not include any
temporal management mechanism. In the domain we studied, students were tested
five times, each test separated by one week. At the last round of the model building
process, some data was four weeks old. To build more realistic models, this factor
should be considered.

4.1.

HYPOTHESIS

Considering that successive tests to each subject were administrated at regular time
intervals, we believe it would be meaningful to investigate whether there will be
significant performance differences for student models that are built on batches
of data from different times. In our subtraction domain, different times equate to
different tests. Our first experimental hypothesis was that a student model which is
built from the data of the most recent test will better explain (in terms of prediction
accuracy or prediction rate) the student’s future actions than those built from the
data of any prior test. Let i be the test number, Mj be the student model built on
the data of the j th test, and p(Mj , Ti ) be the prediction performance of Mj on the
test data Ti . This hypothesis can be expressed as: H1: p(Mi−1 , Ti ) > p(Mj , Ti ),
for j < i − 1.
Observe that the hypothesis is directional; we used one-tailed paired t-tests at
0.05 level to evaluate it. The same data set, which has been described in the Section
2, provides four models (M1 to M4 ) for each student. Each model was evaluated
against the data from any subsequent test. That means M1 was evaluated against
Tests 2 to 5, and M4 was evaluated against Test 5 only. The total number of predictions made and the total number of correct predictions made by all Mi against
the test data Tj constituted the overall prediction accuracy of Mi on Tj . Figure 5
depicts the overall behavior of each model. It shows, from Tests 3 to 5, that the
prediction accuracy of fresh models (built from most recent data) is always higher
than that of aged models. This result supports the hypothesis that fresh models are
better than aged models for predicting future actions in terms of both prediction
rate and prediction accuracy (see Table IV).
It is surprising that whereas the most recent model always performs best on a
given test, the remaining models are not ordered on performance from more to less
recent. We believe that this is due to the manner in which tests were generated
from round to round. On each of the first and last rounds all subjects received the
same randomly generated test. There is reason to believe that these happened to
be different in nature to the average test generated on other rounds. For example,
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Figure 5. Overall prediction accuracy of individual models on further tests.
Table IV. Statistical significance of hypothesis H1 (one-tail t-test).

Test

p(Mi−1 , Ti ) > p(Mj , Ti )
for prediction rate
p value
t value (df)

p(Mi−1 , Ti ) > p(Mj , Ti )
for prediction accuracy
p value t value (df)

j =i−2
j =i−3
j =i−4

0.0009
0.0001
<0.0001

0.0018
0.1147
0.4874

3.15 (91)
3.90 (119)
4.33 (51)

2.95 (191)
1.21 (119)
−0.03 (51)

whereas M1 accuracy drops round by round from test 2 to test 4, on test 5, four
weeks after the data on which they are based were collected, the M1 models obtain
the highest accuracy they ever record.
4.2.

A DUAL - MODEL SYSTEM

Given the support for the temporal recency hypothesis, we proposed a simple
method to cater for the temporal factor in the domain that has been studied in the
Section 2. We develop a Dual-model system. A fresh model, which is built using
data from the most recent test, is expected to predict a student’s future actions,
within its scope, more accurately than a model produced from all tests. However,
a fresh model cannot be expected to cover all aspects of skill in depth, and so it is
expected that there will be many tasks for which the fresh model will be unable to
make a prediction. In these situations, an extended model, which is inferred from
data of all prior tests, can be consulted. Each model consists of eleven decision
trees, with which ambiguous situations can be detected. To predict a student’s
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action, the system will first consult the fresh model. If the fresh model makes no
prediction, due to insufficient training data or inconsistency among the training
data, the system then consults the extended model.
4.3.

EXPERIMENTS AND RESULTS

We present two evaluations of the performance of the Dual-model system against
FBM-C4.5. When only one batch of training data is available for learning a model,
as is the case when predicting a student’s performance on Test 2, the Dual-model
system reverts to the original FBM-C4.5, as there is only Test 1, the most recent
test, from which to form a model. For this reason, evaluation on Test 2 was not
considered for the first comparison of the two systems. Rather, the first evaluation
started model testing from Test 3 where multiple models were available. Each
system conducted 192 model tests. There were a total of 22,140 student answers, of
which 2,687 were incorrect answers. The Dual-model achieved an overall prediction rate of 98.3%, which is significantly higher (one-tailed t-test: p < 0.0001) than
that of FBM-C4.5 (96.0%). The overall prediction accuracy of the Dual-model and
FBM-C4.5 are 92.1% and 92.4% respectively, and there is no significant difference
(two-tailed t-test: p = 0.3886) in this respect.
To facilitate comparison between approaches, a final performance evaluation
with 264 model tests was done by employing the full data set which has been used
for evaluating other versions (see Sections 2 and 3). The Dual-model made more
predictions than the baseline. The improvement in prediction rate is significant (in
bold font) and the difference in prediction accuracy is not significant. With respect
to error prediction, Dual-model made more error predictions and improved error
prediction accuracy slightly but these differences are not statistically significant.
Table V summarizes the performance of Dual-model system against the baseline.

4.4.

DISCUSSION

The results of the Dual-model approach show that the simple combination of a fresh
model and an extended model is effective for achieving our objective. We have
explored other various forms of model combination, for example, a multiple model
approach that lets a system make predictions by consulting a fresh model first,
then consulting the second freshest model, and so on. Other Dual-model variants
have also been evaluated. They include a system that consults an extended model
if there is no prediction from any tree in the fresh model, a system that consults
a second model built on a single test if the fresh model gives no prediction, and a
system that consults the fresh model first, then it consults an extended model which
is built on all test data excluding the most current test data. Neither the multiplemodel system nor these alternative formulations of Dual-model achieved better
prediction performance than the current form of Dual-model. Similar strategies of
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Table V. Prediction performance of Dual-model system against
the baseline (two-tailed t-test).
Total predictions made
Prediction rate (%)
p value
t value (df)

28,700
94.2

29,218
95.9
<0.0001
6.27 (263)

Total predictions that were correct
Prediction accuracy (%)
p value
t value (df)

26,507
92.4

26,911
92.1
0.7769
−0.28 (263)

Error predictions made
Error prediction rate (%)
p value
t value (df)

1,999
55.1

2,101
57.9
0.1148
1,58 (263)

Error predictions that were correct
Error prediction accuracy (%)
p value
t value (df)

1,347
67.4

1,442
68.6
0.6011
0.53 (85)

combining two models for improving prediction performance have been previous
studied in machine learning and it was concluded that the use of more than two
models contributed no significant advantage over using two models (Ting and Low,
1997; Chan and Stolfo, 1995). While those studies built models on partitioned data
with no temporal consideration, the data set of this study is that in which each batch
of data is separated by a fixed length of time. The use of a Dual-model that takes
the temporal factor into account is therefore more justifiable.

5. Conclusions
We have addressed the problem of how to improve the prediction rate of the FBMC4.5 agent modeling system without degrading the prediction accuracy. Five techniques for this objective have been presented and evaluated.
Techniques of employing voting and quality measures on decision trees and leaf
nodes in resolving conflicting predictions at the testing stage have been shown to be
effective for improving the prediction rate. The first method treats all predictions
as equal when resolving conflicting predictions. The quality methods, however,
cover two aspects of resolving conflicts: selecting a decision using a global level
evaluation of tree quality; and selection based on local (leaf) quality. Experimental
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results show that resolving multiple predictions into a single alternative may have
a negative effect on prediction accuracy.
A technique for merging multiple trees into a single tree allows the system to
make more predictions and was expected to lower the risk of affecting prediction accuracy. Empirical evaluation shows that the Single-tree version achieved
significant improvement in prediction rate with a slight drop in overall prediction
accuracy. However, there was no significant degradation in predicting incorrect
answers, when compared with the baseline. This approach generates only one
decision tree for each student. This can be an additional advantage, because the
theories generated are easier for people to understand.
The Dual-model approach achieved significant improvement in prediction rate
without significantly affecting prediction accuracy. Our experimental results reveal,
in situations where a series of tests are conducted over an extended period of time,
the Dual-model approach, which takes temporal factors into account, provides
better prediction performance. The disadvantage of this approach is that it uses
twice the number of decision trees to describe a student’s competencies. While this
approach has been developed and evaluated in the context of FBM-C4.5, it should
be equally applicable to any agent modeling system that constructs models from
multiple observations over time.
It may be possible to reveal more knowledge about a student by combining
the above techniques. For example, employment of the Single-tree technique in a
Dual-model system generates only two trees. This may allow a tutor to observe a
student’s concept changes.
These results relate only to experiments in the domain of subtraction. The FBM
method has far wider application, however. Existing applications include tutoring piano scale playing (Amato and Tsang, 1990), English word class identification (Webb, 1989), and unification of terms in the Prolog programming language
(Webb, 1991). It would be valuable to extend the comparison of the techniques
that we present to other such domains. In the mean time, the current results present
strong support for the efficacy of the Dual-model technique in increasing numbers of predictions without significant impact on prediction accuracy, and of the
Single-tree technique in simplifying the models that are produced.
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